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CARDS
HIT NEW
HIGH

PACIFIC'S CHAPELi
PLANNED
FOR NEXT FALL

Mi mi

Chapel Plans Completed
FINANCIAL
DRIVE
ON

Student Body Card
Entitles Holder to Many
Privileges and Savings
spring values of the PSA
been announced to all
and the
ne* and old students
The

$30,000 Needed for
Erection of Pacific's
New Chapel

cards have

sales
mark,

have now reached the 850
the biggest midsemester

ever.

sale

OFF-CAMPUS

The committee headed by Gene
Harter and consisting of James
Johnstone and Bin Biddick has
endeavored to contact success
fully the students living off cam
pus and attending the Stockton
Junior College.
These students are those who
are not requested to buy PSA
membership cards and are inci
dentally those who make or break
the college and its budget.
The Senior College students are
required to hold PSA cards as in
the past while those in Stock
ton's Junior College find it neces
sary to buy the card if they wish
to participate in the activities
brought about by the unique com
bination of a junior college and
a senior college on the same cam
pus.

PUBLICITY
The chief work of the commit
tee has been to acquaint the stu
dents, both new and old, with the
advantages of being a PSA card
holder. This work has been done
mostly by posters and signs which
ang about the most populated
places on campus.
As the outcome of a good sales
campaign occuring
the first
semester, not only a huge dance
as promised but a big name
a'so,
This semester's "big
. a, ,ls *hat the purchaser of a
„ . ls entitled to reduced Naranjado prices.
inPr ?ards will remain on sale
™ely at the present price,
" ,°oUars. established by the
>va committee. As a remi
0 the students who have
w
nent- S
obtained their permatice nr,a+uS
indent body of°n the second floor is open
one and

^udents Plan
'rs* Chapel
anq

"1Plete]y

Planned, directed,

students- the
first chaSei-te<*
Chapel Program of the new
tester
15 to be offered next
Tiesd
in
the auditorium.
"let})/"!
The

Wiq hav^0^' "^eacpl Us

to Pray."

back'W stand- as an innovation,
ents are to act as read*r$,
3 fUl1 decorative

1ban,e

TQ®

aders.

Clarabelle Coff**°shiyama and Allan
IV r ' be accompanied in
ladings by Prof. Allan
" — "—
• hied't Gs.peciaHy arranged orat
Q'Jivaja '. ions. Miss Katherine
Ve? K t0 sing "The
y Alfred Malptte,

chapel,
% Above is the architect's drawing of the proposed Pacific
drive is being conducted at the present time to raise $30,000.

460 Students J. C. PROFS'
Enrolled In
BOOK IS
C. O. P.
SUCCESS
Four hundred and sixty stu
dents had registered in the Col
lege of the Pacific by Wednesday,
with late afternoon and evening
classes still receiving registrants.
After February 18, students may
register for limited study lists
only.
Stockton Junior College led all
other institutions in the number
of students transferring from it
to the Senior College. They are
Mary Barron, Betty Behney, Har
ris Fine, Grace Frye, Evelyn
Gove, Harry Haverside, Ray Hoff
man, Lillian Kahan, Toshio Kaneda, William Kennedy, Evelyn
Kizer, Alice Phelps, Jennie Skoufis, S. Rhys Smith, Virginia Spen
ser, and Frances Jane Watson.
Transfers from other senior
colleges are as follows: from the
University of California at Los
Angeles, Barbara Albertson and
Jean Bradley; from Santa Bar
bara State College, Marjorie Tondio; from San Francisco State
College, Mary E. Bowers; from
Stanford, Effie Calderwood; from
the University of Montana, A.
Elvis Grove; from Kansas City
(Mo.) National Training School,
Frances Knerr.
Transferring to Pacific from
junior colleges other than Stock
ton Junior College are the fol
lowing students: from Sacra
mento Junior College, Mary Ada
Ruhl; from Modesto Junior Col
lege, Vivian Bradley and Preston
Whitney; from San Mateo Junior
College, Elizabeth Cattori and
Jane DeWood; from Marin Junior
College, Margaret Oakander and
William Lind.

NARANJADO
SALES
END
There are only a few days left
in which 941 Naranjados will be
available according to Tom .Bowe,
manager of the yearbook.
Students wishing to reserve a
Naranjado should see their liv
ing group representative or the
sales manager in the Adminis
tration Building hall next week.

Sixty-Four Colleges
Adopt "Patterns for
Living"
"Patterns for Living," the Eng
lish literature textbook, written
by Justine Van Gundy and Caro
line Shrodes of Stockton Junior
College and published by MacMillan, is meeting with success.
Sixty-four colleges and universi
ties have adopted it as an official
textbook for freshman English
classes. The University of Wash
ington ordered 2500 copies.
On the list of institutions using
"Patterns for Living" are Boston
University, Mt. Holyoke College,
University of Illinois, Indiana
University, Columbia University,
New York University. California
colleges using the local teachers'
work are Stanford University,
University of California, Chico
State College, Bakersfield Junior
College and Stockton Junior Col
lege.
One user of the book wrote
"Here is 'God's Plenty' of what
every freshman and sophomore
should have and what in the main
they will enjoy."

Spring Grads
Placed
All College of the Pacific grad
uates who received credentials in
the fall semester of 1940-41 and
desired placement have received
positions, according to Robert E.
Burns, C.O.P. registrar.
Eleanor Geery has been placed
in the Compton Elementary
Schools. Bettie Barth is em
ployed at Montezuma Elementary
School, and Bernadine Badger has
received a position at San Bruno
Elementary SchooL.

A financial

Ex-Committee
Donates
For Chapel
It was decided at the Executive
Committee meeting Tuesday night
that the Pacific Student Associa
tion will donate one hundred dol
lars toward the erection of the
new Pacific Chapel on the cam
pus. The PSA gesture is one con
tribution among many groups
which are donating.
The committee also moved that
if a PSA card is lost the student
could secure another card by pay
ing an additional fee of one dol
lar. The ruling that Pacific Stu
dent Body cards are necessary
for obtaining the WEEKLY will
be strictly enforced with eight
students checking student body
cards when the WEEKLYS are
distributed.
Les Dow was in charge of this
week's Thursday night dance. The
Thursday night dance band con
sists of Gene Rotsch, Harry Du
Praw, Jimmie Ross, Dave Brubeck, and Newail Johnson.
Junior College Football, College
of Pacific Football and Executive
Committee Awards were present
ed in the Assembly yesterday.

Helen Morton
Honored by
S. C. A.

The erection of an impressive
Chapel and Christian Education
Building for the College of the
Pacific may soon be realized!
Dr. N. A. Christensen, superin
tendent of the Oakland District
of the Methodist Church, is curcently directing a state - wide
quest for funds which will make
possible this project, recently an
nounced by president of the Col
lege of the Pacific, Tully C.
gift of Mr. and Mrs. Percy F.
Knoles. The generous conditional
Morris of Berkeley, and another
important gift from Mr. and Mrs.
John D. Crummey of San Jose,
were the neuclus for making this
possible.
NEED
The college must raise an ad
ditional $30,000 during the month
of February to guarantee realiza
tion of this beautiful $65,000
structure.
Designed in the collegiate-gothic
mode in conformity with all major
campus structures, the new build
ing will be erected in the area
between Weber Hall and Presi
dent Knoles' home, and fronting
on Pacific Avenue. It will be the
twelfth principal building on the
campus, excluding fraternity and
sorority houses and other minor
buildings.
STRUCTURALLY
The Chapel proper will seat 300
persons and will feature a
spacious chancel, beautiful dec
orative windows and a choir bal
cony which adds 60 places to the
seating capacity. Classrooms, of
fices, activity and seminar rooms
for the Department of Religious
Education will be in the educa
tional wing.
Preliminary architect plans as
prepared by Howard Bissel of
Stockton High School, also show
the beautiful gothic spire which
can be erected for an additional
$5,000 and which will become the
highest pinnacle on the campus
skyline.
An unusual feature
planned for within the tower is
to be devoted entirely to use as
a private retreat for meditation
and devotion.
RESPONSE
An opportunity for the faculty
and the student body of the Col
lege of the Pacific to participate
in achieving this fine new de
velopment has been found in a
project to provide funds necessary
to purchase all chapel and choir
balcony seats.' Dr. J. William
Harris, Professor Charles E. Corgin, Dr. G. A. Werner, Professor
J. H. Jonte, and Professor George
A. Colliver are directing the fi
nancing of this part of the pro
gram. Already they have report
ed a quick response to the pro
ject and a widespread apprecia
tion of the real value of a chapel
for Pacific.
LEADERS SPEAK
Student leaders are no less keen

A get together of advisory
board members and association
leaders followed by a supper was
held yesterday evening at 6:30 in
the SCA in honor of Miss Helen
Morton.
Miss Morton was for several
years National Executive Secre
tary of the Student Division of
the Y. W. C. A. She is this year
vice chairman of the World Stu
dent Christian Federation. In
this capacity she has just been on
a tour in which she visited stu
dents in Japan, China, and the
Philippines.
During the trip she was pres
ent at a most important youth
conference in India,
(Continued on page 5, column Si
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PACIFIC
MUSIC
NOTES

Many faithful readers of the editorial
column of the STOCKTON RECORD are
By BILL RAMSEY
now probably willing to believe that col
leges throughout the United States are
Since last ye read this column,
preaching and advocating the doctrine musical events have come and
of the "isms" to their poor little gullible gone. The Band Frolic, under
"Pop" Gordon's maneuvering
students.
However, as the only institution of gave the audience a grand eve
higher learning in this city we are all ning, offered the living groups
too willing to answer this charge that a chance to get prize money for
colleges and universities are counselling the stunts, and added a new base
the overthrow of all democratic forms of clarinet to the band. Omega Phi
government. We believe that Pacific is hit "top money," Phi Mu Alpha's
fairly representative of the nation, and "The Barber of Seville" shared
certainly, this accusation is false in our second place with Epsilon, and
then came Rhizomia and Tau
case.
Kappa in third and fourth places.
Dr. Gordon C. Sproul of the Univer Keep it up "Pop." (Eat at Moe's.)
sity of California was quite severely cri
ticized for his viewpoint that modern
Maestro Silva and the lads gave
professors should present all forms of their January offering on the first
government to their students, letting night of finals week. The high
them decide for themselves which ex- light was the Deems Taylor
"Through the Looking Glass
cells.
College students are recognized to be Suits." Alfred Rageth, former Pa
the most highly select group of their cific Conservatory grad, appeared
age, and the most likely to be the lead in the Mozart Concerto in A
ers in the future. If we are not familiar Major for Clarinet and Orchestra.
We have another symphony on
with democracy and the "isms" alike,
the 24th of February, so we'll try
how are we to know which government to "highlight" it next week.
is best? The average college student is
quite capable of making his own de
Professor Bacon acted as host
cisions and believe it or not has a mind and chauffeur to Miss Jean Mcof his own. We are not prone to accept Bride, Miss Miriam Spuller, Mr.
blindly any theory which is presented Richard Enns, Mr. David Jones
simply because it comes from his elders. and your scribe last week. The
Education, today, emphasizes the fact event was in Berkeley where Vir
that in order to form any true opinions gil Fox, organ virtuoso, appeared
we should collect all the facts possible, in concert. Pacific students were
organize and classify these facts, and privileged to hear this artist in
draw a careful, clear, objective conclusion concert in the Conservatory both
Therefore, ONLY in 1937 and 1939. Those in at
from these facts.
tendance were thrilled at a mar
after this Are we capable of even having velous recital and Virgil Fox sent
an opinion. If we are to have the task his best wishes back to those at
of controlling and maintaining our gov Pacific who were privileged to
ernment in the future should we follow have met him on previous oc
the proverb that "ignorance is bliss" and casions.
remain ignorant of all else save democ
racy? Should we not be sure and confi
Mu Phi Epsilon, national hon
dent that our form of government is orary society, will present their
the finest that has ever been conceived? annual recital in the Conservatory
Rumor and conjecture are never firm on the evening of February 18th,
foundations on which to theorize, and we next Tuesday. This organization
in .college are better qualified to really has been responsible for contrib
KNOW what is occuring in college than uting to many musical events,
anybne. We can assure all that there is both on the campus and in town.
ahothing subversive occuring on our The following will take part in,
this recital:
campus, and at this time cordially invite
Mrs. Barbara Lennox Clark,
all interested to attend any college meet piano; Barbara Harrison, voice;
ings at any time, and AFTER a thor Alice Keehner, flute; V a 1 a t.ough investigation to make their own Learned, voice; Virginia Sac
(decisions.,
piano, and Marcella Thorpe, voic

COLLEGIANA
By Adele Scoble

APOLOGIES—
It goes without saying that we
all make mistakes! It would ap
pear that the gel who writes
COLLEGIANA was the subject
of much discussion in the ex
change column of the WILDCAT,
Chico State's monarchial campus
paper, for her neglect to mention
said college newspaper as the
source of information for those
CHOICE tid-bits. AND SO, to
Bill Cluff and Cameron Warren,
my humble apology . . . Shucks,
and they had some good diggins,
too!
BELLES!
Since the "mus'nt touch" sign
has been put on Cluff and War
ren's column, and your column
ist must use something, we hear
from those GENIAL farmers out
Davis way that the frosh co-eds
checked cowbells instead of books
in the library this week. The
farmerettes were the victims of
the South Hall ferns, who set
forth a list of regulations regard
ing the conduct of said "greenies"
during their first days on the
college campus. The list stated
that they were to carry the bell
where'er they chanced to roamyes, even to the NEW library!
. . . Isn't there usually a corral
for that sort of thing, Aggies?
I don't care to be a hypocrite
I'm sad over being a sham,
But when I laugh at my profes
sor's jokes,
I know darn well I am.
-—Thanx S. F. Foghorn.
ACQUAINTED?
Can it be that such a "little"
college as Cal has difficulty with
its match-making
ambitions?
'Teny rate we learn that mighty
'ole U. C. has started a "Get Ac
quainted Hour"—no kiddin'! Men
and WOMEN are urged to attend
these informal gatherings, and
radio-dancing, cards, and discus
sions are scheduled for the threehour meet, three days a week
. . . Methinks, girls, this might
be one way to get a man!!
Because Cluff and Warren re
sent sharing some of the best ex
change material from college papahs, we muSt again oonsult the
San Francisco Foghorn for the
following bit of advice:
~

...

A great number of the Amer lc
an y,
ing public have become conipi etel ..otr"
illusioned
as to campaign methods
tith
special emphasis upon campaign attac^
and promises. A vivid example
Would
be Wendell Willkie's attack of Presto"*
Roosevelt's foreign policy as being ^
that would lead us to war. Now decl^
ing that as merely "campaign orator^
our Republican friend is backing
President to the hilt. We must althou v
not think of Willkie's trip to Engi a a
as being just a publicity trip, f o r h e ^
able to bring back directly the needs
wants of
Great Britain.
President
Roosevelt probably knew all along tt e
same thing that Willkie made a trip
to England to gain, but the report com.
ing from
irom a special emissary made it
more realistic. It also lessened to a cer.
tain degree the attitude that the p reS i.
dent and his administration are the onlv
ones who feel a need to aid Britain.
DEPORTATION

Harry Bridges comes back into na
tional headlines again, because of a su.
preme court decision rendered recently.
As the court interpreted the law before,
Bridges could not be deported unless 1
is a member of an organization that was
attempting to overthrow the government.
This is now interpreted as holding if the
individual has ever belonged to any such
group. Therefore Mr. Bridges will hare
the honor of having another trial held
for him, and latest report from the
Bridges' headquarters is to the effect,
that Bridges feels persecuted.
What has happened to our traditions?
There are two undefined words in our
everyday language, one of which is
school spirit and the other is tradition.
Pacific has always been known as a col
lege that had found an adequate defini
tion for these related terms. And yet
today our seemingly lack of interest in
school spirit is slowly killing the tradi
tions that have been built up over a
great number of years. When you
haven't anything else to do, count the
small number of new freemen that are
wearing their dinks, and I think you will
agree that something should be done.
Granting the fact that college is pri
marily a place for study, the success and
enjoyment of your college life depends
not on what the other fellow puts into
it, but rather the amount of spirit am
co-operation that you can imbibe in your
fellow students.
PSA CARDS
,
If one wishes to find action he neec^
not raise his eyes from our own cam P u ^
events to find it. War propaganda ha f
been overshadowed by the gigan ic
P. S. A. card drive which has been ci
maxed by a larger sale than last s P" ng '
But if new events are going to be ad e
to the list of P. S. A. activities, we m u
sell many more. With a student bo
composed of the united action of 0
Junior and Senior college, some nine
worthy
hundred cards sold is not a very
representative of what school spirit
have.
Did some one say there w a s I J j;
thing for them to do this weekend.
how about attending one of
varied speaking events of the D e ,
Tournament that is now in progress a
will conclude Saturday, or watch
basketball team play its third game
four-game series with Cal-Aggies bar
day night. Probably one of the most ^
portant events held on our campus is
Little Theater production of F ,oD l? 0 T ,tioB :
Juliet which is demanding the a , e OI) e
of people both far and near. Or » u .
of 1®'
of these activities fall in your li f l e
to the
terest, you might sneak down
aP®
Civic A'uditorituh Saturday nig"
^
watch some handsome soldier in u n I
dancing \yith jmur gifl.
Hol-

, There is a story that came fro®
land reqently {dlthe effect that tne
d
man army buiit a wooden
. f.
with hangers, etc., for the British F- *^jays
to waste their bombs on. A few ove
p1ane fle*
oden bomb

I,

* UIT4H^
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play Host
|S|eV/ Debate System Planned for
Tournament Next Weekend
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Death Valley
Tour Leaves

Page $

DON'T DREAM THIS
ONE OUT —GO

April 5

Mardi Gras to Preserve Original
Traditions—Theme, Queen Secret

Three New Features for
Ninth Annual Tour of
Mohave Desert Area

By JERRY WALKER
It has big ideas—this 1941 Mardi Gras Committee,
Applications are now being ac and, judging by the zest and enthusiasm with which
cepted for the ninth annual Col committee members are shaping plans, the sixth annual
lege of the Pacific Death Valley costume ball will take first place in Mardi Gras mem
Expedition which leaves the local ories of all in attendance.
campus April 5 for an eight-day
-•TRADITIONS STUDIED
educational inspection trip in the
One example of the diligence
Mojave Desert region.
jT ,
f
imbuing this year's committee is
""^ f Pacific is host to the fifth
;
The tour, primarily planned for I T1
|PTFTR 1
W i invitational debate tour- r
Mardi Gras Chairman Dick Loomstudents desiring credit in the X11U^UlQl
,nnua'
junior
colleges
and
the
for
is' thorough research on the sub
natural sciences, is open for any
^vision departments of the
ject of the Mardi Gras tradition.
one who wishes to go. Enroll
This tournament
ment in the last three trips has
Among other things, Dick has
fSnir sponsored by the Calicontacted the chamber of com
exceeded 165 and as many are
a
"Delta Chapter of Phi,
merce of New Orleans—the city
expected this year. The group
Kappa Deha. and has been enter-!
world famous for its colorful Mar
travels in an automobile caravan
5 M junior colleges from this
di Gras festivities preceding lent.
of about thirty cars which is di
"If Oregon is God's country,
Jtti Utah, and Nevada.
vided into sections. Sleeping ac let Him keep it; I'll take Cali-, The theme of the Mardi Gras
commodations are camp style un fornia for myself," so stated Bill j this year is to be based largely
vfW DEBATE SYSTEM
on the information which Loomder the stars.
• , nevv system of debate pro- j
Hunefeld when asked of his trip is is gathering. Incidentally, the
Cure will greet PS debaters in
to
Corvallis,
Oregon,
last
week.
VISIT SCOTTY'S CASTLE
theme, like the name of the Mar
rs tournament. All teams will
Features of this year's trip will Hunefeld, along with Les Knoles di Gras queen, will remain a se
and Tony Ficovich, traveled to
continue through eight rounds of
be the visit to Scotty's Castld, the Oregon to attend the First Un cret until the night of April 25—
debate. At the end of eight
ride on the baby gauge railroad dergraduate Inter-Fraternity Con THE NIGHT. This will be done
rounds, the team with the least
in order to encourage a greater
at the borax mines, and the boat ference.
diversity of costumes.
number of defeats, will be named J
excursion on Mono Lake. These
Oregon State College was the
Ihe winner. Trophies will be
items which have just been added host to all the delegates cording DECORATIONS STAFF
The theme decided a large and
awarded to the winning schools,
to the trip make it different from from Idaho, Washington, Oregon, competent staff of students head
while the individuals will receive
P R O F E S S O R J . H . all previous ones.
and California. For three full ed by Dick Stebbins will carry it
medals.
JONTE, who with DR. A. The itinerary of the 1600-mile days the conferees were kept busy
The current debate question T. BAWDEN. will direct trip includes Bakersfield, Red listening to speeches, sitting in out. Members of the decorations
committee are as follows: chair
concerns the validity of a union the ninth annual Death Rock Canyon, chemical industries on conferences, electing officers man, Dick Stebbins; Bill Dean,
of the Western Hemispherical na
at Searles Lake, Aguerreberry for the coming conference, giv-' Doris Guernsey, Betty Fink, Bill
tions for purposes of defense and Valley tour leaving Stock Point, Stove Pipe Wells, sand ing and taking fraternity advice. Maring, Clint Ward, Mary Joyce
ton
for
an
eight-day
trip
of
economic stability.
Whitlock, Bill Stone, Joe Thorn
dunes, Scotty's Castle, Ubehebe GAINED IDEAS
the Mojave Desert area on
Crater, and Furnace Creek Inn,
The thrge College of Pacific ton, Wilfred Traphagen, Marge
CLARK HANDLES TOURNEY
The debate division in this tour April 5.
all of which are in Death Valley; men left here February 4 and re Thatcher, Les Knoles, Ken Dufnament is being handled by Pro
Mead Lake and Boulder Dam, turned home on February 9, full fin, George' Mohler, Adrian
fessor Robert D. Clark of the Junior College. Speakers are lim Owens Valley, Mono Lake, and of many suggestions and propo Squire, John Stolz, Rtrtto UcMee,
sitions to improve the fraternity Charlie Mokiao.
Stockton Junior College. Entered ited to 1,200 words with a ten- Lake Tahoe.
Costumes will be brought from
for SJC are the ace sophomore minute delivery. The "extemp" BAWDEN AND JONTE DIRECT set-up on this campus.
On the way to Corvallis the San Francisco for rental to stud
teams of George Kapel and Joe speeches are under the direction
The expedition is under the delegates saw the beginning con ents who do not improvise their
Kegler, Francis Mackey and Wei of Professor Leonard McKaig of joint direction of Dr. A. T. Baw- struction on the Shasta Dam own. The costume committee con
don West, Raymond Ray and Bakersfield Junior College.
den and Prof. J. H. Jonte who are
sists of Chairman Melba Jean
Subjects for discussion in ex assisted by a staff of specialists which will be second in size only Lloyd and Lucille Wilson.
Johnny Sayers, Irvin Gartner and
to Boulder Dam. They also
temporaneous
speaking
are
prob
Ray R. Ray. The frosh team in
Serving on the queen commit
from Pacific and Stockton and stopped at a State Fish Hatchery,
competition is the crack team of lems of taxation, national defense Sacramento Junior Colleges.
considered one of the largest in tee are Gene Rotsch and Bob
Eugene Egbert and Milton Valen and debate. Speaking time is
The total cost of the tour is the world. Here Mr. Ficovich Monagan. Tony Ficovich will con
seven minutes. Stockton speak $32.50. Those interested in the gained some first hand informa trol Mardi Gras finances, and the
tine.
In the women's division for ers in this division are West, trip or in gaining credit for the tion as to the source of his local bid committee has its co-chair?SA are Anne Rhodes and Iola Mackey, Steiner and Powell. All strip should see Dr. Bawden or business.
(Continued on page 7, column S)
Whitlock, Pearl Steiner and Mar events will be judged and trophies Prof. Jonte in the science office. HOURS BAD
The
men
did
not
find
the
hours
or
medals
awarded.
garet Stimmann, Jacquelyn Judge
Many applications are already
the school misses quite to
and Eleanor Powell.
in, and the quota is expected to of
WILL SEE PLAY
their liking, for every Oregon |lf you want a job—
PANEL DISCUSSIONS
Friday night all visiting de be reached easily. Applicants are State damsel must be in by 10:30 1 Secretarial
Edward S. Betz, director of for haters are to be issued free com urged to make arrangements p. m. Certain nights for big| Civil Service
ties, announced the initiation of plementary tickets to the Little early.
dances are excepted, but then 1 Higher Accountancy
a new type of impromptu speak- Theater production, "Rotmeo and
the latest hour is 12:30, so the (Free employment service.
The dining hall at Farmville, fellows lost out every way.
entitled "progression." This Juliet." Saturday night the de
For friendliness, the OregoniProgram will consist of a panel baters will be the guests of Col Va., State Teachers college uses
scussion of different groups, lege of Pacific at a banquet in 240 dozen eggs, 525 gallons of ans are hard to beat, but all the
(Sinice 1896)
!ZaX?d by an eight-minute "ad- Anderson Hall at 6:30, with Dr. milk and 900 pounds of sugar a delegates were glad to be home
in California once again—for in
' acy speech by each speaker, Malcolm Eislen, as guest speak week.
|
School
of Business
this state one does not need to
representing Stockton J. C. in er, to discuss the international
1
California
at Weber
worry
of
snow-covered
highways.
Men outshone the coeds in so
^J above event are" Kegler, Say- situation. This is the fifth an
Stockton
All we think of is the bright sun
phomore
comprehensive
examin
Judge^w' George' Stimmann, nual tournament and according ations at Wheaton College.
—and hayfever.
bert,»e, Toomay, Arbios, and Eg- to Claude Hogan, debate manager,
one of the most successful.
The Utah Aggies and Dixie'J.
>akmg in tbe bnpromptu diStimm *** Churchill, Gartner, C. are coming from Utah to par
Rh0des' Kape1' Sayers- ticipate in this junior college tour
Arbios
™ay' Sutliff- Klawas, nament. Other entrants will rep
and EgbertThe Im- resent the states of California
spe.akers wiU be ha"ded and Nevada.
Kenneth Hastin and Claude
aualv7o 1 given two minutes to
minute * and then Rive a five Hogan have left for Denver, Colo
rado, to participate in a senior
^'direerwu'. Professor Betz college debate tournament there.
greSSjQn
Jmproptu and proThey are to take part in debate,
dents ipf,Stadent Association stu- oratory, and extemp.
ICapei p,nc oratory are Ray,
The Michigan Wolverine, with
^tlock v^1' Jackson- Kegler,
This div;' • enilne, and Heiman. 950 members, is said to be the
J«ssor
directed by Pro- largest student cooperative in the
^Elliot r, Taylor Qf Reedley world.
•
That group of strange individuals
are here!
talk around the campus mumbling incoherent
*tl° q about Western Hemispherical union, isolation
^aSnch things. The debaters of Pacific Coast colleges
iai
„„re more invaded the peaceful terrain of our
tiave once
^
camP! Si'n last night and running
I/-NK |-r-r
t
e
StS<rh Saturday night, the Col-

JONTE

Meet
Related

| Humphrey's

The Mexicanna!

t Squaw

THE TWO NEW
RAGES

MANY HAPPY RETURNS
TO SCHOOL
AND TO

S. H.. KRESS CO.

• Made of Genuine Saddle Leather—Washable with Saddle Shoe Soap.
• Buy them now—there is a scarcity of
these Shoes made of Saddle Leather.

SMHH & LANo.
.MjxmtljcJL

.
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Margie Adds
Sprague to
Name

SOCIETY
LESLIE KNOLES, Editor

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Everett Craw
are announcing the marriage of
their daughter, Miss Marjorie
Craw, to Mr. Irvine H. Sprague,
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. H. I.
Sprague of this place.
The ceremony took place on No
vember 3rd at Reno, Nevada, and
was solomnized in the church at
the same place on February 4th,
but is just now being revealed to
the friends of the newlyweds.
The young couple have taken an
apartment at 628 North Sutter
Street and are now at home to
their friends. This summer they
plan to take a belated honeymoon
trip to Southern California and
Mexico.
Mrs. Sprague attended the local
schools and the Stockton Junior
College. She is a member of Jobs
Daughters and Rainbow.
Mr. Sprague also attended the
locals and is now enrolled in the
College of the Pacific, ^where he
is business manager of the Pa
cific Weekly. His fraternity is
Rho Lambda Phi.

MARGIE SPRAGUE

Informal initiation the dread
of all fraternity pledges!

Thirteen pledges will write
final to their pledge period to
night as pledges of Rho Lambda
Phi as they complete their in
formal initiation.
Formal initiation will be held
Sunday midnight at the house
after which time the 13 will be
full fledged members.
Those taking the rites tonight
are Carrol Fernandez, Roy Volpi,
Ken Duffin, Jack Prowse, Chuck
Capps, Gordon Alphonse, Earl
Klapstein, Milton Ward, Jim
Smith, Frank Bessac, Bob Nikkei,
Fred Holden, and Dave Brubeck.
Epsilon Lambda Sigma, found
ed in 1858, and consequently the
oldest sorority west of the Mis
sissippi, held its installation a
week ago last Thursday in the
regular traditional and lovely
manner.
Jean Arnot, installing officer
and retiring president, was pre
sented with the traditional red
roses by the new president. The
members of the house were pres
ent in the candle-lit room.
Preceding the instnllstion whs 3

W. A. A. Plans
"Play Day"
There will be a general W. A.
A. meeting on February 20, in
room 201 of the gymnasium, at
8:00 in order to discuss the
"Play Day" which will be held
on April 26.
All girls interested in sports
are invited to attend this meet
ing.

Campus friendfc were surprised to learn recently of
the Reno wedding of MARGIE CRAW to IRVINE
SPRAGUE. The marriage took place on November 3.
The ASCAP-BMI feud appears
to be in its last stages. At least
ASCAP is under indictment from
the government. We hope that
some agreement will be reached
so that a better balance of mu
sical numbers can be enjoyed via
the ether. It is • hoped that the

Stockton's Largest Shoe

formal dinner at which Mrs. Mil
dred Peters, president of the
board, was honored guest. (
Those officers who were in
stalled are the following: Clarabelle Coffman, president; Phyllis
Stabler, vice president; Celia
Cross, corresponding secretary;
Donna Ferguson, recording secre
tary; Lillian Kowateh, chaplain;
Lillian Simonson, librarian-his
torian; Betty Orvis, sergeant-atarms; Lois Bugbee, treasurer.

Friends Told of
Bud and Mary's
Engagement

works of Stephen Foster will not
have been played too often and
their real beauty lost in some
Mary Elizabeth Kreim an"corny" arrangements and pre
nouncecd her engagement to Ger
sentations.
ald (Bud) Linscheid at her
home in Antioch last Saturday.
The University of Georgia is It was a complete surprise to the
adding a course in Portuguese.
twenty-five Jobs Daughters who
were present at a tea given in
of a friend of Mary's.
Store for Men and Boys honor
The engagement 'was made
known when one of the guests
spied the ring which was tied to
a ribbon hanging from Mary's
corsage.
Bud came to Pacific from his
home town Pittsburg; he became
well-known to Pacific football
fans for his achievements in that
sport. Mary attended the Stock
ton Junior College this last year.
The couple plan to be married
in about a year and a half when
Bud finishes his training in the
Army Air Corps.

Belle-Sharmeer

Expert Repairing;
of

STOCKINGS

.FIT your leg length
AND leg width exactly.
TOP-TO-TOE
SLEEKNESS always,
WITHOUT a wrinkle,
WITHOUT a twist.
YOUR OWN leg size
HAS a name. Just say
BREV for smalls,
MODITE for middlings,
DUCHESS for tails,
CLASSIC for plumps.
HERE exclusively.

Rhizite Pledges
G o Throu*
Initiation

Watches

Mary Liz
Now Named
Mrs. Nelson
Gowned in a white, traawedding dress and
• car,.'^
bouquet of white orchla
Mary Elizabeth Kenyon ?',lM
the wife of Lieutenant"

Bruce Nelson on Febru-r*
at the Unitarian
5?
Stockton
The ceremony started at f
o clock and was conducted IVf
Rev. Mr. Foote. Mary
maid of honor was Pahi 4'1
Namara, who wore
'Cla
taffeta,
I
best
groom's brother, Bert Kelt *
Following the ceremonyJ L*'
l/>Qr\fmw «->4- 4-1. — <1
"9$ :
reception
at the home'Vi®
bride's parents, Mr. and i
George Kenyon. Those friI?'
who served were Nickie p
vich, Jean Strong, jUne aJ*
son, Dawn Zuckerman tL
Shauer and Mary Viera.
After receiving the best wish*
of friends and reatives, the cm
pie left for a two-week hor.ev
moon for which they travel,h
south, planning to spend som
time in Southern California and
Mexico. Upopn their return ihe
coule plan to leave for San Luis
Obispo where Lieutenant Nelson
will be stationed.
Mary Eizabeth was a junior at
Pacific last semester. She is j
member of the town sorority,
Lambda Theta Phi. Cordner gra
duated from Pacific last June.

Zetagathean
Officers
Installed
Installation of the Zetagathean officers for the coming se
mester was held recently, pre
ceded by a formal dinner giver,
by the Mother's Club.
The new officers are Dorothea
Hamblet, president; Anita Frank
lin, vice president; Kathleen Av
ers, recording secretary; Verdienne Folse, corresponding secre
tary; Barbara Boyes, treasure::
Lorraine Miles, historian; Theiia
Heim, music.
Gladys Hotchkiss was program
chairman for the evening which
included a talk by Dean Beulah Watson.

New Men
Take Over
Rhizomia Chairs
New officers were recently in
stalled at Rho Lambda Phi.fra
ternity on the campus headed
Norman Lamb in the Presl e
chair.
, „ vif,(
Glenn Harter was seated as«
president, and Stan Miller e
as recording secretary^^
Corresponding --fell on the shoulders of
Bowe. Tony Ficovich was as attorney of the h°u ,
Dusty Miller took the om
sergeant-at-arms

FRIEDBERGER'S
tigress Cono«» p
FOR THE PACIFIC
330 Ea»t Mai" Str««*
..nr Wpfi

Featuring-

Florsheim adapts the ancient footgear of
the Viking to the needs of the men of to
day! Deep, roomy moccasin toe, soft plump
leathers, and a pattern that fits like a glove!

895 f '10

Most Stylet, $Q95

on<

and

W

A pr.

Fine Furniture
Assured Quality
Personalized Service

3 Pairs

127 E. l^Iain St. — Phone 7-7274

Ratten 1 Marengo lac.

4 Shoe

for Every Foot and Every Pocket Bool

417-21 E. Weber

Dial

9*90$

PAC1F1C

gicycle

Club Plant
Visit To

190 Miles

Bakery

Rover Boys
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Faculty Greets
New Students

Among the events of the first
week of school was the informal
reception given by the adminis
The Household Art and Sdence tration of the Junior College in
had a meeting of the execu order that they might meet the
jack Smith, Jane Hansen
tive board last Monday eveninrr new students.
In the receiving line werd Mr.
Pedal 'n Perspire
with the club's president, Dor
othy McBride, presiding. Mem Dwayne Orton, principal, and
bers of the board are Mrs. Max- Mrs. Orton; Mr. Charles Corbin,
can call a 190-mile bi- me Garrigan, Mrs. Jean Corry dean, and Mrs. Corbin; Mr. James
y
" °de "training," then you
Miss Adina Wiens and Miss Vir Corson, dean, and Mrs. Corson;
enjoy the story of Jack ginia Doane.
Miss Beulah Watson, dean of
W°Uth and James Hansen.
women, and Mr. and Mrs. Louis
Elizabeth
White
was
appointed
5
and James, junior college
publicity chairman and Louise Windmiller. Faculty hosts -and
started on their little
jpntss starieu
Barton
social secretary. Plans hosUj3^_ were Mr. and Mrs. John
'
i
ruimnintr
ciytv
s „t Sunday,
pumping sixty
for
the
club's activities for the Arnold, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
ja IPS to Jackson, and in only five
ensuing semester were discussed Betz,_ Mr. and Mrs. Irving Goleman and Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
The next day, after they and arranged.
Spaulding.
joined by a friend who also
The first meeting of the spring
Those pouring were Mrs. Leo
a racing bicycle, the three
semester will be held next Mon
f them raced to Plaeerville, then day, February 17th, 7:30, at the Baisden, Mrs. Ralph Carter, Mrs.
Edith McCloud and Mrs. Ernest
n Stockton via Sacramento.
Gia\em Inglis Baking Company,
Dunstan. Assisting with the serv
After much discussion and sub
347 N. Aurora Street. There will
sequent inspection of comptom be a demonstration on pie mak ing were the Misses Caroline
eters and road maps, Jack and ing and this will be followed by Shrodes, Eleanor McCann, Jus
tine Van Gundy, Helen Danner,
James figure that they made the the serving of refreshments.
Nancy Toms, Caroline Reeger and
190-mile stretch in 17 hours.
All club members are requested Mmes. Jean Corry and Adelaide
Neither of the virile J. C. boys
to attend this very unusual and Jones.
would comment on their accom interesting occasion. Members
Students assisting were Bill
plishment, withholding that until will meet at the baking company.
Biddick, PSA president; Jean
after the National Bicycle Races
Strong, vice president; Gene Harwhich will be held early this sum
ter, sophomore president; Leslie
mer in Los Angeles.
Rose Duggin
Knoles, vice president. Others
were Russ Agnew, freshman
To Be Married
president; Fran McNeil, v i c e
president; Corinne Single, Donna
Washington's Birthday is the Ferguson, Claire Sandrock, Don
day that Rose Duggin will be Jackson, A1 Trobe, and Bill Doyle.
come the wife/of Volney E. How
Incidental music was played by
ard, Jr. The 9 o'clock ceremony Gloria Hopps, Mildred Marsh,
will be performed at the home of Thalia Heim, and Thomas Wesher aunt and uncle, Dr. and Mrs. coat.
Frances Brandstad, president of Elbridge John Best, in San Fran
the Pan-Hellenis Council, has an cisco.
The maid of honor will be Keith and Sally
nounced that girls who are in
terested in being rushed may Rose's cousin, Marianne Best, and
sign up in the Dean's office till the bridesmaids will be the bride Are Now
groom's sister, Nancy Howard;
February 18th.
As in the past, eligibility for Suzanne Agnew, Una Margaret Man and Wife
lushing depends on a girl's hav Pyron and Phyllis Moore. John
Sarah Jang Hoge, known to her
ing a P. S. A. card, an infirmary C. Howard will be his brother's friends as Sally, should now be
card, and at least a one point best man.
addressed as Mrs. Keith Thomas,
average.
Rose, who lives in San Rafael, for on Saturday, February 1st
Rushing for this semester will is the daughter of the late Mr.
start on February 23rd and will and Mrs. William George Dug the couple repeated their nuptial
continue for two weeks. Silence gin of Wilmington, Del. Follow vows in Carson City, Nevada.
Sally is from Palo Alto. She
period will begin at 8:30 p. m.,
ing high school in San Francisco, came to Stockton for two years
March 7th and will continue till
the following Tuesday. On that she attended the Stockton Junior of school, having graduated from
the Junior College last June. Her
day, March 11th, preferences may College.
sorority Is Alpha Theta Tau.
he stated in the Dean's office
Keith's home town is Stockton,
from one to three in the afterwhere he attended both the Ju
won. Bids will then be dis Tau Kappas
tributed before five by a Western
nior College and College of the
union messenger.
Pacific. His fraternity is Alpha
Are Headed by
Kappa Phi.
The couple has started house
Lois Laselle
keeping in Stockton as Keith is
A formal candlelighting serv employed here.
ice conducted by Melba Jean
Lloyd and Ethel Starks, retiring
president and sergeant-at-arms, VALLEY
Men's Dorm held their first served to install the new officers
, meeting of the semester of Tau Kappa Kappa sorority on FLORAL CO.
e y evening. New execu- February 6th.
a,7 f
The new officers are Lois La"DISTINCTIVE
am Jf cers elected were Howu staples, president; Bob Silva, sell, president; Rosemary Strader,
CORSAGES"
e president, and Walter Gold- vice-president; Myra Linn, re
mat>. secretary.
n
sponding secretary; Gloria Hopps,
Bull" Durham
treasurer;
Louana
Siler,
house
"erp^r,,8***^61"8 *or t^le evening
Campus Representative
Cars°n and manager; Margo Mclntyre, re
Oean c^f
th
Corbin. Discussed porter; Margaret Garibaldi, his
109 N. Sutter
dancp 6 ®Pproaching Men's Dorm torian. Music played during the
installation
service
was
played
by
Phone
4-4618
he
chanpi t ! contribution to the
MonncaU
Past Prdsident Bob Dixie Butler.
n conducted the meeting.

M

PAN-HELL
ANNOUNCES
RUSH DATES

Men's Dorm
Meets

U n i v e r s i t y of
seniors! k
engineering college
comP'eted mine rescue and
by th„ Tt lrst aid courses given
nited States bureau of
"lines

HEADQUARTERS

FOR REFRESHMENTS
ON THE CAMPUS
Operated by

THE CUB HOUSE

Sillier Hearts

'WHERE YOU MEET EVERYBODY

MEET THE GANG

JEWELERS

(Continued from Page 1)

Annabelle Patterson and
Wayne Bird, well known and
popular students of the campus,
are to be married this July An
nouncement of the engagement
was made Tuesday night at Annabelle's sorority, Epsilon Lamb
da Sigma. A huge red heartshaped box of candy arrived dur
ing dinner accompanied by a tele
gram which revealed the news.
Annabelle is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Patterson of
Stockton.
She attended the
Stockton Junior College until
this semester, being active as an
officer of the Ski Club. Pat, as
she is known to her friends, is a
member of Lambda Theta Phi,
town sorority.
Wayne is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence G. Bird, also of
Stockton. He, too, discontinued
his studies this semester, and is
now employed by the Douglas
Aircraft Company in Los Ange
les. His fraternity is Rho Lamb
da Phi.
Another surprise at Epsilon
this week was the announcement
of the betrothal of Lora Lou
Childs and Bill Smith. Both are
members of the clars of '38 of
the College of the Pacific. The
announcement was made at a
dinner party February 8th in
Lodi, where they are both teach
ers in the elementary school. No
date as yet has been set for the
wedding.
New Yorw university has re
ceived a $50,000 gift from Bern
ard Baruch for establishment of
a professorship in therapeutics,

to the need for this building ia
campus life at Pacific. Bill Bid
dick, PSA president, declares
that, "We strengthen the Pacific
Student A s s o c i a t i o n as we
strengthen the religious program
on the campus, and "I can see no
finer way to make evident the
spiritual nature of the College
than by the erection of a chapeL
Such a move would be an 'out
ward and visible manifestation
of inner and spiritual grace' . . ."
Joyce Wiggins voices her feel
ings as president of the A.W.S.
stating, "As president of the As
sociated Women Students, I sin
cerely recommend the building
of a chapel on our campus . . .
Religion is such an important
part of everyone's life and edu
cation, and the College of the
Pacific does need a special build
ing where one may study the
Bible and worship."
President of the S.C.A., Mae
Weigart, believes, "A chapel for
Pacific would make our campus
more completo as a center of stu
dent life . . In the results of
a survey on chapel services last
semester in answer to the ques
tion: 'Would a special chapel im
prove the services?', the majority
of the students said 'yes' very
definitely."
Get Your Haircut at

The Campus Barbershop'
This Shop is Owned by
the PSA.
IT IS Y O U R S H O P

SHEPHERD & GREEN

BOBB

I N N

FOUNTAIN . . . CURB SERVICE
ON EE DORADO

'

Contractors, Builders, and
Superintendents of
Construction
Phone 9-9017

8O0 First National Bank Building
Stockton, Calif.
:

Dial

Grant
at Weber

2-0229

PLUMBING SERVICE
WITH A SMILE
MILLER-HAYS CO.

it

Serving College of Pacific

VANITY SLIPPER SHOP
"Creator of Beautiful Footwear"

29

N.

IV

California St,
Stockfon

•

: I

yt Block North of Main St.
Popularly
Priced at

.15*
Goes To
Your Feet

—AT—

i^as,Haas & Sons

Chapel Finance
Drive On

Candy Heart
Contains
Good Tidings

—Associated Women's Students
—Employing Student Help

tw friendship
bracelets
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$2.98
$3.98
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$4.98

When you wear these new spring crceations of
PARIS FASHION and CONNIE Shoes. Shiny
patents, stretchable gabardines, spectators,
saddle colors, sports, casuals, dress and evening.
;We have them for you.
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MELVA SWAGERTY
"Just Marrieds"

Joining the "just married"
group of Stockton are Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd Swagerty (Melva
Boone) who are never the-less
continuing their studies at PaciJic.
Relatives and close friends of
the couple were invited to the
chapel of Stockton's Central Me
thodist Church where, on Janu
ary 31st, Dr. Tully C. Knoles
conducted the ceremony. Irving
Fritz played, while Ben Hamm
sang "Because" and "I Love You
Truly."
Melva was preceded down the
aisle by her close friend, Mrs.
Andrea Adams of Vallejo. The
bride was dressed in a black and
gold street costume emphasized
by black accessories. The best
man was Bob Henning.
Floyd is a graduate student at
Pacific, where he is now work
ing towards his secondary de
gree The three Swagerty broth
ers, known particularly for their
football work, are from Milpitas.
Floyd's fraternity is Alpha Kap
pa Phi.
Melva's home town is Napa,
from which she came to the Ju
nior College.

"The Terrible
Meek"
In Chapel

Blue Ribbon Dai
SERVING

Our Products
AT

"Cub House"
448 West Fremont
Phone 8-8613

The former MELVA BOONE became MRS. FLOYD
SWAGERTY in a church ceremony on January 31. They
were married by DR. TULLY KNOLES.

A gift of $10,500 has made pos
sible a flying field for the Uni
versity of Oklahoma.

Cho ice Chocolates and Assorted Candies
OUR VALENTINE

CREAM

Grades G etch a
Down?
Just Lissen

"I Was Only Trying to
Help Him and the
Hood Fell Down!"
You don't have to help us,
thank you. We're completely
staffed and equipped to give
your car every possible kind
of service. Our prices are
low, and only first quality
car needs are used by us.
You can count on our econ
omy prices too.
Gay "L'l Abner" Yokum's

F o r Y our Valentine P a r t y
Harding and Monroe
Dial 2-9446

• Cherrv

• All of t h e usual
Delta flavors

At home on Bond Street,
Street, or Main Street—the 3
pose shoe that fits the needs o
men than any other one type 0

SPECIAL

Heart Center
Bricks

}W&[
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fern Lynch Heads
Crafts* Folk Dances
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MRS. FERN LYNCH

Lois Lassell
Installed
T. K. K. Head

Pi a n s Tri-Weekly
Sessions Devoted to
Constructive Leisure Time

Lois Lasell was installed as
president of Tau Kappa Kappa at
formal installation rites held
Thursday, February 6.
Out-going president, M e 1 b a
Jean Loyd, in charge of the cere
mony, installed the new officers.
They included, vice president,
Rosemary Strader; recording sec
retary, Myra Linn; treasurer,
Gloria Hopps; house manager,
Louana Siler; corresponding sec
retary, Doris Bowring; chaplain,
Virginia Doane; sergeant-at-arms,
Margo Mclntyre, and musician,
Marjorie Sage.
Refreshments were served fol
lowing the installation.

t i t i s a n o r g a n i z a t i o n continually alert to the
1 ms of campus living is effectively demonstrated
ph
Student Christian Associatiqn of the College of
p aC ific in its current activity program beginning
'"hrnafy 18-19-20.
?e
crA provides the
7116

time

campus »field with tri-week-

_

Sons of crafts and folk dan- SchOOl
»SSKslenea to .ntr^ucecon-

DaZe

SfctfS ssrSS£;Once More

t^chei«oteerv,httorn C|
fern ii, ovnorimpntal ha- J'ul I
^/two-week
experimental ba° Results of the experiment
While the hardworking PA
% decide the question of con
dition and expansion into va- CIFIC WEEKLY staff was taking
fields allied to crafts and a well earned vacation last week,
.T dancing that demand infor faculty members, office forces,
There will be a tea for the new
mal supervision and self initiated and students were busily engaged
students enrolled in Elementary
j in the business of beginning the
„se of leisure.
Curriculum from 4 t o 5:30
new semester.
Wednesday, February 19, at Epsi
fRAFTEBS DIRECT
Ion. Dr. J. W. Harris will be
Nucleus of the craft program GAB, GAB
guest of honor.
..m be the Pacific Crafters, a
Most of the old students had
Lois Bugbee is general chair
student organization for instruc finished their registration before
man and Wanda German is in
tion and supervision of craft and finals, so Monday and Tuesday
recreation created by Buford and of last week was devoted to the
MKS. FERN LYNCH is in charge of crafts and folk charge of invitations. There will
Betty Bush and Grant Colliver. registration of new students. dances for the S. C. A.
be a program and a skit.
The Crafters with Jackie Ong
Monday especially, the halls were
and Polly Parsons will direct the crammed to the walls with chat
eraft periods and provide mate tering students busily engaged in
rials at a nominal cost.
Craft sessions will meet from comparing programs with their
3 to 5 p. m. on Tuesday and from friends.
Professors Simon and Legree
2 to 4 p. m. on Wednesday in the
S. C. A. building. Handicraft pro raised their whips on Wednesday
"Youor Neighborhood
jects in belts, key cases, book morning at 8 o'clock as classes
Jeweler"
ends and scrapbooks are now on started for both College of the
KING
display in the lobby as a stimu Pacific and Stockton Junior Col
New Stock of Fiction,
lant to interest. Construction ma lege students.
JEWELER
Non-Fiction and
terials and tools will be obtain J. C. FIGURES
2047 PACIFIC AVENUE
Children's
Books
able in leather, copper tooling,
Up to last Saturday noon, a
greeting card designing, cork, total of 1374 students had com
RENTAL LIBRARY
plastics, and braiding.
ON PACIFIC AVENUE—
pleted registration for the junior
2101 Pacific Avenue
college, according to figures re
TO DANCE ON THURSDAY
Stockton, California
Folk dancing will be held from leased by L. L. Windmiller, regis
S H O E
S E R V I C E
7 to 8 p. m. Thursday evenings trar. Of this number 1134 are
EXPERT CLEANING AND
Hours: 10 a. m. to 9 p. m.
TUXEDO BARBER SHOP
DYEING
in the SCA and will be directed old students, while 240 are gazing
Sundays: 2 p. m. to 4 p. m.
For Satisfying; Haircuts
SHOE
REPAIRING
by a series of leaders including upon the lawns of Pacific for the
By NAT FLOR
the following:
2025 Pacific Ave.
Ph. 2-2345
first time, either as freshmen or
Betty Rae Bush, Grant Colliver, as transfers.
Sam Takagishi, Jackie Ong, and
On the same date last year 1324
Tom Hoshiyama. These folk dan had registered for classes—231
ces can be learned and enjoyed
of these being new students.
at the same time. They will pro
gress from simple singing games Windmiller indicated that the
"Where the Food Is Always Good"
to intricate figures of eentury- usual late registrants will prob
Student
old Scandinavian, Polish, Czech, ably swell the figure by at least
Hot Lunches and
and early American folk dances, another 100 students.
SERVING BREAKFAST, LUNCH and DINNER
the fun of doing the dances will C.O.P. INCOMPLETE
Dinners
. enhanced by stories of their
Miss Ellen Deering, of the Col
origin and development.
lege of the Pacific office, report
TRY OUR WAFFLES
And attention gates. These old ed that registration figures had
2041 PACIFIC AVENUE
ime jigs are straight in the not yet been computed, but will
-A REAL TREAT
groove. Come around and try 'em be released as soon as possible.
you don't think the old boys
If you look closely around the
"ad something.
campus you might be able to find
a few of those little orange
"Dinks" running around on the
GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT
heads of a few freshmen, but
dS
After the Show or ball game, you'll really, enjoy
the crop is mighty slim.

Tea Given by,
For Students

Pacific Ave Shops
Shop On Pacific
Avenue

TUXEDO

The Bookmark

LINDBERG'S

WINTER SPECIAL

PACIFIC COFFEE SHOP

see

tReam

p* 0. P. Honors
Students

following the return to
masses was the reception for Pants given by President
and HiIS
Tully
c- Knoles, Februarv o '
t ' m Anderson Hall.

DON'T DREAM
THIS ONE OUT

Union Oil Products

lotion
^rom a private colbeep psnibridge, England,
chadded to the library of
t_Cpiiege for Women.

2115 Pacific Ave.
Dial 2 6550

Bill Lunt
Pacific and Castle
Phone 2-9010

HOLMAN'S DONUT, CAKE
AND COFFEE SHOP
OPEN AT ALL HOURS
PLATE LUNCHES
Turkey Plate
Baked Ham
Boast Beef for Pork
Creamed Turkey

35c
3&c
25c
2«c

INCLUDES: Vegetable, Potato
Salad and Dinner Boll.

•> ' - 1603 TACIFIC AYE.
1

prompt service

and high

quality products.

OUR SPECIALS
©

(Continued, from page 3)

College Flower
Shop

the

2008 PACIFIC AVE.

Knnif1Ving with Dr- and MrsRitterS tT11 be Mr" and Mrs- °- H"
and Mrs- Fred L. Farlev iu'
Mr! J'And Mrs- John G. Elliott,
Miss p ^rs- James H. Corson,
ah Watson. Dr. J. W.
Harris and
Hr
.
S' and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
troduc
ky Bin "
tions were made
dick' student
sidene
body
Preside
Resident.• and Jean Strong, vice-

men Bettie Meyer and Sam Chaney
Jim Ross has charge of music
and is keeping in touch with big
name bands which are likely to
be in this vicinity on April 25.
Arranging for Mardi Gras chaperones is the duty of Jean Fergu
son.
Tom Bowe is chairman of the
publicity committee, and serving
K.cJ°se who poured were Miss under him are Jean Beaton, Don
La Moine and Jerrold Walker.
Mrs, c7T Tdiss Anna Harris,
Broa
Parian p
ddus, and Miss C.
^rine rarr" . The Misses Ellen f FOR VALENTINES
^^errnap01713'116 knoles, Frances >
Flowers are always
Brenitnan t i"vlar'e Allen, Marie \
the Perfect Gift.
Mill, anrt ' 7a Adcock, Ethel Mae
See BILL HUNEFELD,
Campus Rep.
Mth servingltila ^erce assisted
or
Phone 2-6550
Melba jf?'alT™llsic was played by
ai,d B
M'°yd, Norman Lamb,
ru
e Tomlinson.

DROP IN

BOB'S
BOB'S BARBER SHOP

Plate Lunch
25c Sandwiches
Sodas
10c Milk Shakes
TRY OUR NESTLES HOT CHOCOLATE

16c
10c

Valley Port Creamery
Dial 2-9197

2034 Pacific Ave.

EVERYTHING
You would expect to find in a modern d r u g
store—will be found Jiere—in complete
assortments.

Valentine Candy in Large Assortments

25c - $2.00

ROSE PHARMACY
2002,.Paeifip Aye.
fcaM k t
Sjfc* -• •-

11
jji ; .
m

11

1PS
1 ,
t

I

m

Lois Wheeler, Tony Reed, and Henry
Hobson Praised in Leading Roles
By BILL HUNEFELD, JR.
The only tragedy based on romance from the pen
of William Shakespeare—ROMEO AND JULIET will
be offered for Pacific's theatre-goers tonight, tomorrow
night, and next week-end, February 21 and 22, in the
Little Theatre at 8:30 p. m.
Outstanding settings and light-*
ing effects are not enough for the red-headed Mercutio, easily is the
genius of the director, DeMarcus master of every scene in which he
Brown, but he adds music to the I appcars_ Noted for his past ren.
performance—giving the show a j ditions of the famous Queen Mab
very professional touch. The or-1^, Mr Hobson gains in his
chestra is under the direction of lresenj. portrayal of Mercutio.
A1 Miller.
| whenever he appeared in front
Hand m hand with the dramatic q£ the footUghts> all eyes are fosettings are the costumes oi the cussed upon him; and with his
entire company. The gowns o rhyt}imic action and melodious
Tulinf
i n n nvoniiran nir
Juliet,
designed and
executed by voi
it is not hard to see why
!
the director, are superb. In fact,
. Shakespeare was forced to have
the entire company is very much , Mercutio murdered if he were not
above par with its colorful and tQ ecljpse the hero of the play_
flowing costume-designs.
Romeo.
JULIET COY FLIKT
Turning in a youthful, grace
In Juliet, we find Miss Lois ful and versatile performance as
Wheeler as youthful, vivacious j Romeo, Mr. Tony Reid will easily
and beautiful a Juliet which is\ win the hearts of the feminine
easily comparable to the screen's 1 portion of the audience. He has
"Romeo and Juliet" will very appropriately make their debut to Stockton audi,
Juliet. Also, Miss Wheeler has a youthful sparkle in his actions ences tonight, Valentine Eve, with LOIS WHEELER and TONY REID in the title
the advantage of being closer to which Romeos omit. Easily, he
the real age of Shakespeare's is the only son of Montague, sulky roles.
heroine. She renders a mature and spoiled when the world is
and understanding portrayal of against him, happy and gay when quently, the listeners do not un
drama's beloved sweetheart from his sun is shining. It is too bad, derstand him a considerable part
the very moment we see her as though, that his articulation and of the time. In his scenes with
the coy flirt at her father's ban voice projection is not better, for Juliet, she is of major impor
quet until the death scene, where even knowing the play, it is very tance; but with the minor char
as the pawn of fate, alone and hard to follow Romeo in his long acters in the play, he over
helpless, she takes her own life. speeches. He is playing to Juliet shadows them to fair advantage.
.Mr. Henry Hobson as the fiery, and not to the audience; conse- PRODUCTION ARTISTIC
When "Romeo and Juliet" is
In the bleak light of Saturday's
Although the action of the
presented to the public on Feb
drama is slow, the blame rests dawn, two groups of students, ruary 14, it will be a finished
upon the playwright, and not followed by three of their elders production.
upon the actors. At times, the with professorial gleams in their
What actualy took place dur
production is a bit too artistic, eyes, unsuspectingly left on their ing rehearsals! An example of
seemingly too well planned, but annual trip to the San Francisco ! this: The little love scenes bethese annoyances are far apart. bay area.
tween Romeo, Tony Reid, and
As the coarse and brusque
The drab bleakness followed Juliet, Lois Wheeler. These
Nana, Betty Elliott turns in a them to the very doors of the San scenes were not part of the play,
fine and forceful performance. Francisco Emergency Hospital. but just little amorous incidents
Especially watch for Miss Elliott Inside those portals, the Chem for the 'stars' own benefit.
in her scene where she discovers istry 2 and Nurses classes saw
The "fool" of the play was
the sleeping Juliet whom she sup something that removed the last doubly funny when he fell most
vestige of their gay, worldly ungracefully on the stairs. Bud
poses to be dead.
abandon.
dy Stefan was instructed to stop
GOBEL ADDS LAUREL
The "sight" was two cases picking his nose, for this act
Friar Lawrence, as played by
Max Gobel, is another laurel to (not of what you're thinking) proved to be a scene-stealer. The
add to Mr. Gobel's long list of one a would-be murder victim; jitter bugs are immediately con
convincing character portrayals. the other, an attempted suicide. verted to graceful dancers when
Following these adventures, they hear the call for "curtain.
In his quiet scenes he shows mar
the classes visited Lake Merritt
But the funniest incident of all
velous voice control.
Hospital in Oakland and the was the action that took place
Allison Gossitt is a colorful and
campus of the University of Cali after the dramatic death sccene.
rugged Tybalt; and special men
Cheric, my little ones, and a
If her birthday's in February, tion should be made of Jack fornia in Berkeley.
The stage was dimly lit. There,
The professors were, Waldo, at the base of the coffin lay Bo
happy Valentine's Day to you! why not give her a Valentine's
Holmes
(incidentally,
he
was
the
Larson and Burlingame.
With all the hearts and cupids
rneo, dead from a death potion.
Oh yes! The two victims will By his side, Juliet, a dagger 1
flying in the air, you'd better be Day gift of a birth ring. PESCE choreographer of the ballroom
scene);
Carl
Euller,
Robert
Eng
recover;
San
Francisco
physicians
careful not to forget your girl & COMPANY has an excellent as
her heart. Suddenly, the two de
friend with a thoughtful gift from sortment of rings that are sure lish, Constance Slater, Bud Stefan, assured the stoically curious rose up and shouted togeth ,
YOU. J. GLICK & SON has a to delight her. L. GOODMAN'S Jack Devoe and Warren More, group.
"It's over, thank God."
wonderful collection of alluring jewelry store has heart lockets and Fred Holden. Watch for the
I would advise for you to see
perfumes that smell super-ultra! that are particularly suitable for splendid bit part work of Mr.
They feature Lucian Lelong love Valentine's Day. Some are set Fuller; and the hilarious antics of ROMEO AND JULIET for a full Polly Parsons
ly scents in clever containers to with diamonds, and some have Messrs. Stefan, Devoe and Moore. evening's entertainment; with all
Mr. English's character role of the cutting, it is still a 240 minute Heads
grace her dressing table. One mother-of-pearl covers.
Capulet should be well appre love story. And most of us could
perfume that comes in an ex
And here's a note for spring. ciated.
Manor Hall
use a little love these days.
quisite crystal container has a With daffodils and worms poking
At: a
a Manor HaU 'house m
lingering scent, delicate and their heads through the soil, one
ing held last Tuesday e
spring-like.
Another excellent usually feels the CALL TO
Polly Parsons was elected to
gift idea for her is a sheer web EARTH. Why not get out in the
ceed Doris McAllister a* her
THE ORIGINAL AND GENUINE
like pair of silk stockings in all great out-doors and go in for ac
president. Assisting her
the latest shades from KATTEN tive sports? For super sports
l
duties will be Bernis Tuttle,
& MARANGO. For smartness in equipment go to BLANEY &
president, and ean Davis,
cards, go to REIMAITS CAMERA SPECKEN'S sport shop. They
tary-treasurer.
rwjs
SHOP, where you will find the : have all the latest lines of sport
Class representatives ar ^
right card for your best gal, | goods and will give out free of
Johnson, Freshman; Pa
,or.
mother, dad. sister, brother, and j charge sport information. Drop
Sophomort; Liz Meikle, ,.ive
cousin. They have cards that j in some day and talk to the boys;
The senior class represe
will tickle your funny bone and i they will be glad to serve you.
has not yet been elected^
cards that will sentimentally con
In the meantime, don't let
When You Attend
vey your thoughts of love.
j Danny get your heart!

Local Group
Gapes at
Big City

Romance
Runs
Rampant

Do Your Valentine Shopping
With Bunny

•

i
K
II ii'i

Campus
Oxford
$750

iil
JMSI
ris

All Genuine White Buck - - 8.95

THfjinp

Business School

PICK A WINNER

FOR K NEB'S
College of Commerce

Led all Northern
Business Schools
gten<>Commercial cu.
contests- „c0i
commercial
graphic, Secretarial ac
ing and Civil Service.

College of

Commerce

115 N, Sutter_St^

un«
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CONTEST
open TO ALL
nRAMA

Scholarships
Offered
By Harvard

Stanford Sponsors Tournament—

paul Muni, Thomas Mitchell Judge

Business Administration
Majors Should Note

•

nrama^sts Alliance of Stanford University offers a
• th annual series of competitions in dramatic writing
The Harvard School of Busi
Sf2ng date to be April 15, 1941.
"ng' ness Administration has an
C
qince the University celebrates this year its first nounced that approximately 20
,ifty years of service (1891-1941) it is hoped that national scholarships carrying a
maximum stipend of $1,000 will
ters mav use matenals orf'
be awarded to students enter
outers of the period covered,
7 T T
n
ing the school in September,
fufthis is not required.
;
f^eOTtS
1941.
AWARDS
Awards

J Announce

of one hundred dollars
production at the: Umverftv and guaranty of recommenftfon to Samuel French, NaBroadcasting Company,
Interlocked hearts bearing the
American Educational
Theatre
conference, Pasadena Playhouse, names of Margaret Anne Lewis
are offered for verse drama and and Elwyn Simard served to an
nrose comedy (full length or oneact) Fifty dollars and the same nounce that the couple are berecommendations are offered for trouthed. 8he news was disclosed
short plays taking 20 or 30 min- at a dinner party given at the
„tpc and suitable for radio use. ,
.
, ., „
the bride-elect s parents,
yifty dollars and presentation in
the Alliance's publications are Mr. and Mrs. J. Mitchell Lewis,
given for dramatic criticism on February 8th.
The couple has made plans for
(brief or extended).
All material submitted should a spring wedding.
Decorations emphasized the
be legibly written or typed on
one side of white paper, strongly spring motif as old-fashioned
clipped or bound, and accom nosegays adorned the table. To
panied by self-addressed envelope j the candles were tied small flow
with correct return postage. A ' er hearts with ribbon streamers.
fee of one dollar is charged for At the corners of the table were
expenses of annual correspond the interlocked hearts.
ence, filing, express costs to
Margaret Anne attended Stock
judges and production centers.
ton Junior College after her high
Prizes are presented in August
during Dramatists' Assembly, an school years.
Guests at her announcement
nual meeting of contributors and
general public, at which winning party were Muerl Walter, Eloise
plays are discussed and pre- Smith, Ruth Adele Chappell, Lusented, and general problems of una Forkner, Grace Harriman,
Adele Laverone, Eleanor Powell
theatre are canvassed.
JUDGES
and Jeanne Dagg.
Judges include academic and
professional names of note, most
eminent being Mr. Paul Muni,
who has consented to judge
verse drama, and Mr. Thomas
Mitchell, who brings abilities as
both actor and playwright to
judging comedy. Dramas from
the Alliance's contests have
The last of a series of three
been presented over NBC and at panels on the subject: "Preju
Pasadena Playhouse, and num dices I Have Outgrown" will be
bers have been accepted by re presented at the meeting of the
sponsible publishers and produc Crossways when it convenes at
ers.
•
its new time, Tuesday at 3:20 in
Contests are open to all writers
SCA.
of English regardless of age, the
The subject which has been
posidion, or previous training.
discussed by members of all
For full details of competition, races and all creeds before the
publications of the association,
inter-faith group is to be fur
and possible membership, ad ther analyzed by 4 more speak
dress the Proctor for Awards in ers. Those on the panel will be
Drama, English Department, Grayce Kaneda, Marcella Urr.iStanford University, California. peg, Nick Suntzeff, and Skipper
Ye. Please don't forget the new
hour—3:20, Tues., in the SCA.
jn

cash,

Betrothal

Crossways Views
Outgrown
Prejudices

JAYSEES

GIVEN
AWARDS
As Northern California Junior
0 ege Class B champions the
kton Cubs went before the
"ssembly last Thursday to re
'ye their letter awards, diplomas
8n«> gold footballs,
aa 6 t^lree coaches of this year's
admirable Cub team also were
^sented with gold footballs for
lr exfraordinary achievement.
Tw'°

YEAR MEN

coaf16 tWo

Fear men who received
ban
diplomas and foot
er s Were: Gordon Alphonse,
Tp r es Dlackwell, Johnny Brown,
Eau d Gundert> Lloyd Hebbron,
laPstein> Bill and Dave
Livi
Ed <?'
Mills, Charlie Mokiao,
^Paulding, and Ted Stewart,
rrst year men who received
XxF 0n 'ettermen's sweaters
*e"
Ward, Darrell SwagU , y'Bob Smith, Jack Prowse,
q
aris, Bill Orvis, Keichi
tinaflWara'
Mitchler, Mar
lon rt6' Vernon Judge, Verq " Lhiorzo, Hal Grahlman,
q r&e Ford, Richard Dunham,
«' Floyd, Harrison Briles,
n
Bird, and Manager John

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

Block P Game
To Be March 4

Lecture—Recital Includes History of
Instrument, Variety of Numbers
Professor Allan Bacon offered a lecture-recital as
the ceremony to acquaint the audience with the new
Anderson Memorial Hammond Organ, in the Conserva
tory Auditorium last Sunday afternoon. This was the
dedicatory service and proved to be most enlightening
to the very representative aud-O
—
"
lence.
HISTORY
Professor Bacon opened this
lecture-recital with a brief history
of the instrument. He explained
how this instrument, like many
others, was discovered by acci
dent. He played a single note to
show the high percentage of "pur
ity" in a single tone. To this he
then added additional tones which
go to make up the harmonic se
quence which is present in tones
which are produced from vibrat
ing strings or from columns of
air in wood or brass instruments.
Although everyone realized
that this instrument did not produce the same tone as is heard
from the pipe organ, there were I
some capabilities from this in
strument which could not be at
tained from the pipe organ.

Public Affairs
Forum Meets
The Public Affairs Forum met
yesterday, Thursday, at 4:15 p. m.
in the S. C. A. building, its regu-'
lar meeting time and place for
the coming semester. Mrs. C. A.
Broaddus, well-known Stockton
civic leader, was the speaker of
the afternoon on the subject,
"Revitalizing Democracy."
pieted,

this Hammond Organ will
installed there. This is a fine
addition to the musical facilities
jn the department of music at
pacific,
be

VARIETY
Although a program was pre
pared, a delightful air of infor
mality was present as members
of the audience made requests.
His programmed numbers were
designed to offer as many dif
ferent tonal aspects as possible.
Bach, Handel, Debussy and Palmgren were represented on the pro
gram.
When the new Chapel is com-

FULLER BROS.
SPECIAL
50c value Toothbrush and
4%-oz. can of
£tf£f£
Toothpowder for
-—at—

CAMPUS BARBER SHOP

A g a i n It's B r a v o and
McKeegan for Sports tvear

President of the Block "P Society A1 Irwin, announced yestfrday that the annual society
sponsored faculty-senior basket
ball game has been set for Tues
day, March 4. The evening affair
will begin with the freshmansophomore clash as the first
game.
Committee for the annual fra
cas of mirth, comedy and little
basketball includes, A1 Irwin, Bob
Monagan, Les Dow, Stan Vaughan, and Hugh McWilliams.

INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California
Office:
830 S. California

THE

BIG

NOISE

SADDLE-LEATHER

T

%

9S

IN

Bacon Demonstrates
Hammond Organ

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.

SWeaters>

Jf

These scholarships are made
possible by a consolidation of
funds from the Commercial Cre
dit company, the W. T. Grant
fund, the Jerome Jones fund and
the James C. Melvin fund.
Funds are available in suffi
cient amount to grant fifteen
scholarships of $1,000 each, but
it is expected that the average
award will be slightly less than
this figure. The amount' granted
to each successful applicant will
depend on his financial needs.
No public announcements will
be made as to the precise
amount received by any schol
arship holder.
If a satisfactory record is ach
ieved in the first year, the appli
cant will be assured of adequate
financial assistance throughout
scholarships, loans and employ
ment and other types of aid to
enable him to complete the work
for his master's degree in the
second year.
Unsuccessful applicants for na
tional scholarships will be con
sidered for Alumni Club schol
arships of $300 each. "These are
awarded the Harvard Business
Alumni clubs in the principal ci
ties of the country, as well as
the other substantial financial
aids already available at the
school.
Applications for a national
scholarship may be made direct
ly to the dean's office of the
Harvard Business School.
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-HEEL LOAFERS, OXFORDS
AND CASUALS

FLAT

PECKLER & GIOVANESSI
523 E. MAIN ST.

Nothing like sportswear to help you enjoy
your leisure hours whether you're active or
just relaxing. Many improvements in styl
ing, fabric design and wearability are being
shown this season. We'd he happy to point
them out to you if you'd like to drop in . . .
no obligation.

SPORT COATS $15 to $35
SLACKS
$5.95 to $15

BSSJ5

& MsKHaAS

for men — for boys

113-317

EAST

MAIN STREET

*

Page 10
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JO Cubs L
To Panther
Quintet, 36-30

THREE TIGER CUBS

Varsity Grid
Squad
Rewarded

Final Gun Saves Day
For Salinas Cagers

Al Irwin Receives
Busher Trophy
%

College of Pacific's Tiger Var
sity football team received their
letter and sweater awards in the
Thursday assembly. Besides the
conventional awards the lettermen members of the squad were
also given gold footballs in com(iteration of their feat in winning
the Far Western Conference title
this season.
NEW TROPHY
Announcement was made of the
Ralph Francis perpetual trophy
given to the school in memory of
Coach Francis' father. The tro
phy will be given, starting next
year, to the most improved man
on the football team.
The above Cubs have been doing much playing this season. On the left is
Those first year boys who re DEAN O'CONNER; center, KIYOSHI SHIMASAKI. These two small, speedy torceived sweaters as well as let
wards are both sophomores, but are playing their first year of Jaysee basketball.
ter diplomas and gold footballs
were: "Dusty" Miller, Jack On the right is RANDY SMITH, veteran guard He is a letterman, having held a
Frishholtz, Clint Ward, Vernon first string position last season. AH are from the local high school.
Schmidt, Bob Dewey, Willis
Boyarsky, Martin Plocher, Ver Dwayne Mears, Harris Fine, Al Stagg and Assistant Coach
non Warkentin, and Manager Irwin, John M c G o w a n, Stan Ralph Francis also went gold
Vaughan, Jere Tilson, Dave Gay, footballs.
Harry Harvey.
Aron Rempel, Jack Lyons.
SENIOR JACKETS
IRWIN HONORED
The "Red" Busher trophy for
To the following seniors went
Beau Gay, Les Dow, and Bob
the conventional jackets as well Ijams received diplomas and the outstanding lineman of the
as the aforementioned diploma gold footballs while Bill John year was given to husky senior
The national pastime, baseball,
and gold football: Bill Thomas, son, Jim Bird, Jim Lyons, and Al Irwin.
had better look to its laurels in
Emil Seifert, Eric Jacobsen, Tom Edl Denny received gold foot
the future if it doesn't want bas
Oleata, Doug Vieira, Dale Halbert, balls. To Coach Amos Alonzo
ketball to be the number one
"crowd catcher" of the nation.
GET YOUR
In a proposal by Dr. F. C.
Groceries
The Chico loss to Humboldt, "Phog" Allen of the University
newest Conference member, gives of Kansas there is a suggestion
Poultry
the Pacific cagers undisputed to give basketball nine men and
Vegetables
possession of first place in league a playing court a third larger
—at the—
standings. The Wildcats had pre
Fruits
than the present one. In order
viously whipped the Humboldt
Meats
to do this, larger pavilions and
squad three times.
The Tigers meet Chico in a consequently a larger seating
:iEverybody Else Does'
four-game series in two weeks. capacity will be needed, much to
the delight of the graduate man
The Conference crown will prob
ager, who is ever on the beat to
Anieiican and Channel
1928 Pacific Ave.
ably go to the winner, the Cal sell more tickets.
Aggies being hopelessly out of
"Phog" Allen has coached Kan
the race.
sas University to sixteen Bix Six
and Missouri Valley Conference
championships in the last two de
cades.
The Santa Clara Broncos took
the Tigers into camp on the open
The Universities of Montana
ing day of February with an un and Idaho, orphans of the Pacific
inspired 53-36 victory. Big guns Coast conference, will become
Hale, Passaglia, Ferrick, and full-fledged members of the cir
Rickert contributed to the win.
cuit in 1942.

Kansas Coach
Opens Hoop
Proposals

BENGALS LEAD
CONFERENCE

"COKE"
DELTA

,W'

:il;M

Gaia-DelucGhi

With relaxing
music...pause and

Broncos Practice

National Towel & Laundry Co.

925 N. Wilson Way

Dilll

4.4695

Launderers - Dry Cleaners
See Campus Representatives

• Rhizomia . .
• Omega Phi
• Men's Hall

.. Ed Denney
.. Roger Cross
.Don Jackson

AT YOUR SERVICE
1

« It is our desire to maintain for the Students of
the College of the Pacific and Stockton Junior Col

Four generations have enjoyed
the rehething goodness of
ice-cellcll Coca-Cola. Its pleasing
taste aiways leaves a cool,
clean after-sense of complete re
freshment, So when you pause
throughout the day, make if
the pause that refreshes with
Ice-cold Coca-Cola.

lege and Faculty, the best Student Supply Store
on the Coast.
# Your patronage is your assurance that this can
and will be done.

The Stockton J. c "t- .
Friday night lost a game '«*
Northern California quh,W ^
score was 36-30.
The clock won for the Pans,
in the final minutes, when ,T
locals' final scoring spurt £
not enough to win the ball
However, the Cubs displayselectrifying finish as thev 1 9
up 16 points in nine JL ,.n5
while Salinas made only ^"gj
VISITORS "HOT"
The visitors amassed an
8-0 lead but by mid-half CJ
cals had cut the lead to 7i»
However, by half time Salir^
had gone ahead again 21-10
Then, with less than ten min
utes to go the Cubs made their
belated bid. Chris Kjeldsen sent
his two pivot men, Joe Law and
Jack Toomay and Guard Don
Sullivan back into the ball
game. Right away Law got j
field goal, then Toomay added
two more and Goodman made
another. That made the score
22-33 with four minutes left.
Law got two quick field goais
and Goodman and Toomay
dropped tosses from the char
ity line.
ERICKSON CINCHES WIN
But sharpshooting Panther,
"Sandy" Erickson, got a long one
hander for Salinas and the game
was as good as over. In the final
seconds Bob Martin added a field
goal and Salinas made another
foul toss to assemble the final
score.
The game was the first of a
home-and-home series to be
comleted March 8 at Salinas
when the Cubs meet the Pan
thers in their season's finals.

"Slip" at U. S. F.?
Among the many mentioned
for the football post at Univer
sity of San Francisco vacated
recently by George "Duke" Malley is the often headlined general
manager of the now insolvent
Golden Gate Turf Club, Edward
P. "Slip" Madigan. Madigan let
it be known that he is "very in
terested" and would not turn
down the coaching job if offered.

Vff)£T BRCS,

MEN!
Your Appearance

%

Is Our Business
Buying your clothes here
is insurance, we believe, &
far as your Personal App®
ance is concerned.
We're not afraid of the ^..
suits when we put you in
finest clothes in the coun
Hart Schaffner & M"**
Suite, Sport Coats, Sla®*®^
Arrow and Manhattan
Interwoven Socks
Stetson Hats, Yitc.

# It is getting tennis time — see us for tennis
shoes

YOU TASTE ITS QUALITY

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Compinr br

cocfc©auk..BOTxuira'..coHPAarr w Stockton, limited

also college stationery and jewelry.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
"On the Campus for You"

Show 'em First Yost

IGbsiiEB#
stokc. fofto*
320 K. Main St.

Stockf"1
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Bengal Sports Page
BOB CONAWAY, Editor

EAST TOWN
PACES
MURALS

VARSITY, JAYSEE MIX-UPS
With strong- cooperation coin
ing from all teams, better than
it has during the last few months,
intramural basketball has been
progressing rapidly much to the
pleasure of Coaches Earl Jack
son and Chris Kjeldsen.
IK AT TRIALS
Track and field trials for the
national honorary athletic fra
ternity, Sigma Delta Psi, will be
held as soon as weather condi
tions permit. This year, as in the
past, there is expected to be a
large turn out for the coveted
Abote are action shots from last week's basketball double-header. On the left "frat" key.
SHINES
is one of the numerous Tiger-Wolf mix-ups, which combined to make the series WRIGHT
In the basketbail games played
one of continual fouls. Eighty-six personals were committed in two games to set last week Rhizomia won from Ara record for Pacific Pavilion which will stand for some time.
chania in a wild and woolly
In the photo on the right, Cub Sorgenfrey is on the floor, with Jaysee O'Conner thriller 27-25. Rhizomia next met
ready to pile in. It is a scene from the Salinas encounter, a league contest which the rampaging East Town cagers
was taken by the Panthers. The defeat dropped the Cubs down another notch in and were dumped 32-18, Ralph
Wright making 22 scores for the
the Jayjsee Conference.
winners. The K-9's of Omega Phi
came through in the next game
and waxed Archania 36-12. Men's
Dorm took a forfeit from the
floundering Manor outfit.
The games scheduled for to
night: Manor vs. Rhizomia;
East Town vs. Archania; West
Town vs. Dorm.. Games will
' be played tomorrow afternoon,
! Saturday, February 15, at 2
o'clock in the afternoon.
Total results to date:
W.
L. Pctg.
In the semi-annual financial
statement of the Associated Stu East Town
4
9 1.000
3
1
.750
dents of the University of Cali Omega Phi
2
1
.666
fornia released by Ken Preistly, Rhizomia
2
1
.666
graduate manager, the 1940 foot Dorm
1
-333
ball receipts showed an increase West Town .... 1
0
3
.000
of $14,733,55 over the 1939 sea Archania
Manor
0
1
.000
son.

Hoopsters Whip W elves
In Foul Series
TEN PLAYERS REMOVED BY
OFFICIALS IN 2 GAMES

Styled right!
Unique pace-setting styles
of reptile trimmed shoes.
Come in and see for your
self. '

CALIFORNIA

A Penney scoop for smart
campus

SIERRA

wear.

One

trial

will convince you.

Starting Time:

12:05 2:34 5:01 7:29 9:56
r

RftSALlSD ^ MEiVYM

HARDWARE fjlCOMPANY

COMPLETE BINE OF
SKI AND ARCHERY'
EQUIPMENT
100 Only
Now
Reduced
Haturaii; — she
Ms "Ro Tiioe For
Cmeif wiiii ike
man who "Slsjieil
For Breakfast "1

^LIMITED N
•M6A6EMENT

nHLlEM6TH
MOTH5N6 CUT

ritt, BiMte Bams • «i»
Gloria Dickson — Dee J.
Cokk — Gloria Holden

SATURDAY

a COLUMBIA flCTU»e

HARDWARE BiCOM PANY
Weber at American

Dial 4-4651
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Tigers Tackle
s Aggies; Santa
N
A Clara Next
R
L

Improved Play of Nikkei

FEli

_H_W41

Started; Mile
Ace Ineligible
High School, Junior College
Transfers Bolster Team

Bolsters Pivot Spot

Alter one and a half years
By BOB CONAWAY
ol sports editing, we somewhat
Retiring Sports Editor
reluctantly relinquish this col
Coach Ralph Francis will send his College of the
Daily track practices, resumed after a ten
umn and these pages to others.
Pacific
Tigers into their third game of the current series finals-week layoff, are lacking the concerted e«
Those who will carry on are
01
fully qualified and capable of tomorrow night following their last night affair with Wes Miller, the outstanding junior college mife
giving adequate representation the Farmers. The scene of this contest will be the in the nation. He was among several who were
to the various phases of ath
"
Pacific Pavilion with the Tigers playing the 8:30 game. off the eligibility list by the faculty axe.
letic endeavor.
•
Last
spring
Miller
won
Tuesday night the COP squad^
SWAN SONG
vri1T junior"coUege ma"'
tional
Personally, our occupation of wiil get their second chance of
a new record of 4:231 and
this position has been milestoned the season to knock over the sen
ten points for the Cubs v.,
by various and varied incidents. sational Santa Clara Bronco team
is two-fold; he is aL,o hi
From our standpoint, these things after dropping their first chance
lde!
the "n» Conference
v.ere do-ie with the view of fos to upset the Broncos two weeks
ago
en
the
Bronco
court.
and was a member of tto^
tering a more accurate picture of
campus sports for the college TIGERS HOT
setting relay quintet
populace and making the sports
Already ahead of the record of
certain for ten points a meeU
pages more interesting to the wins and losses over previous Pa
dual competition.
^
student, alumni, faculty, and the cific teams of recent vintage, the
VARSITY
LOSSES
town readers.
Tigers hope to continue their win
Others lost are Bud Brown wh„
The first major campaign at ning ways against the Farmers
was expected to contribute pok
tempted was one of complete and the Broncos. The last time
in the Tiger 440, and high ££
oisdain for the old "cracker- the Pacific team played the Ag
The Stockton Junior College basketball quintet Tom Davies. Other varsity lossy
box" gymnasium, attempts to gies here they snowed them unstir up interest- for a new der 44-23, while their previous moVes down the home stretch of their conference cam- include Aron Rempel, who com.
structure. No results were contest wbh the Santa Clara paign this week as they meet two strong contenders peted in the javelin throw last
f "
.
,
,
.
,, ..
,
forthcoming, however, from q u i n t e t f o u n d t h e m o n t h e w r o n g i ln
away-from-home contests on Friday and Saturday season. He dropped out of school
legitimate circles. Nontheless, end of a 53 36 count
in order to work. These three
| night.
in the early spring, a pyroma
However the Tigers should do
On Friday they meet "Marve men and Miller scored 128 points
niac—'oe Giovanetti, then a re much better against the George !
lous" Marin at Kentfield. Marin in a limited number of meets
cently recruited footballer from Barsi coached Broncos when they j DD (^) CDC^T
ranks third in the conference last season; such ability wiil be
San Jose—succeeded in doing tangle with them on their home ,
'
race closely behind Modesto and sorely missed.
unlawfully in two nights what court.
j i
Sacramento. They have a tall,
we had been trying for six
Francis used a combination
Jaysees Francis King and
fast, smooth-working team that Harold Greenman have not re
of Rogers and Slaughter at
months to get done.
has
marched
to
a
recent
winning
turned to school this semester
The present structure is the forwards, Nikkei at center, and
streak of five games. The Tiger
and consequently their scoring
result of now-incarcerated Gio- Norton and Monagan at guard,
Cubs, who must of necessity be
power will be lost to the Cubs,
vanetti's arson. As for Joe him successfully against the Nevarated
as
underdogs,
rank
sixth
self, he is not-so-peacefully spend do Wolves last week-end and
out of eleven in the conference. Both placed consistently, King
again against the Aggies last
taking a third in the Northern
ing his time in the Napa State
SHOULD FINISH STRONG
night. He will probably start
Hospital. The gym destruction
California J. C. mile. He also
the same combination tomor
This ranking of the Baby Ti holds the Junior College twowas not, by far, the limit of his row night.
gers
is
not
by
any
means
signifi
activity; many previous fires in NIKKEL IMPROVES
mile record. Greenman like
cant in the final standings as
his home town were laid to him.
wise set the prevailing low
The improved play and scoring
the Kjeldsen-coached
Jaysees
BIG-TIME BEEFS
power of lanky Bob Nikkei in
have already played the strong hurdle mark.
In addition to this, there were the center spot has moved him
est teams. From here on in they LOONEY GONE
Great Tiger loss is the transfer
the numerous, unavoidable squab into the regular starting berth.
will play the general "run-ofthe-mill" teams with whom they of Dan Looney to the Cal. Aggies,
bles with metropolitan news Nikkei found the hoop for 1. and
This quarter-miler was Far West
should have little trouble.
papermen. A1 Trivelpiece, sports 10 points against Nevada, and
On Saturday night the Cubs ern Conference champ in 1939;
editor of the now defunct Stock his rebounding under the hoops
won him many plaudits. Bob
play Santa Rosa Junior Col last year he placed second in a
ton Independent, was the recip
Henning, still laboring under the
lege at Santa Rosa. In spito blanket-finish, fighting a recur
ient of many criticisms for his effects of a sprained ankle, will
of the fact that the long auto ring knee ailment. He will not
faulty habit of placing misspelled relieve him in this spot when
mobile forays, that these tilts be eligible to compete for the
names and wrong scores in his necessary.
involve, are bound to devita Mustangs this season, however.
headlines. See Bob Monagan for
Tomorrow
and
Tuesday
lize the Cubs somewhat they
The squads will be somewhat
concurrence.
night's casaba contest will mark
will takt the court favored to
bolstered by the addition of
two of but four remaining
Also, sports editor Cohn of
beat the Bears. Though the
new men. Among these are
games for the igers.
the Oakland Tribune made
Cubs lost to this same team ear
Bob Ogden, a former Stockton
some pointed remarks about
lier in the season at the Mo
High School high jumper, and
Coach Stagg, which brought
desto tournament, they were
Bert Gerken, a transfer from
sharp protests from this corner.
then minus the niuch-needed
Sacramento's championship Ju"
Cohn answered this column's
height
of
Jack
Toomay
and
the
JOE RAW, forward of the
ior college team. Ogden
assertions about his motives,
equally much-needed scoring
Cub
quintet and a product ability of Del Goodman, who
for first in his event a'
but we did not feel like bicker
of Livingston, is hailed by has heretofore been ineligible.
Fresno Relays last springing with such an esteemed per
some as the best basket IT'S A BREATHER
ken was one of the better nor®
sonage. It's degrading.
ball prospect. This is his
Next Tuesday night the Baby ern California niilers las
HOC DISSENTS
(Continued from page 11)
first year in junior college Bengals meet San Mateo on the son.
. _ ]ii
Then there have been the in
home cvourt in the first contest
Miller is expecting to keep
evitable seemingly momentuous first game, twenty-two in the competition.
of a double-header, the latter shape by competing for
disagreements with Mr. Robert final.
half
of which will be monopoliz famed San Francisco
Two Bengals, Slaughter and
L. Breeden, director of athletics
ed by the Tiger varsity.
Club during his seasonal i
and trainer of the football squad. Warkentin, were ejected in the
The San Mateo game is the
bility.
Time was when he would send to first game because of four per
closest thing to a breather that
the WEEKLY office copies of the sonals; three Nevadans were
the Cubs enjoy during the con
sports pages with very interest- booted — Edwards, Vaughan,
SKIS, TOBOGGANS,
ference season, gan Mateo's
and Hawley. In the second en
Winning
their
first
"B"
Con
ing comments, penciled in red.
counter Johns was the only ference basketball tilt, the Marin record is very unimpressing as
SKI CARRIERS
As we recapitulate now, those
Pacific player to go out this squad rolled over the Salinas they have already lost to San
AND
SKID CHAINS
comments seem very trite in
way, while two Wolves left— Panthers 45-42 in a thrilling over to Rosa and Yuba in confer
FOR
RENT
ence
encounters.
Nevertheless,
deed; however, upon receipt
Vaughan again and Miller. time game last week. High point
Also, Monagan and O'Shaugh- man for the fracas was Mariner they boast of one great player
they seemed to hold our fate
A
nessy were booted for fighting Em Chapman, who netted 11 who by himself is threat en
as an editor locked securely in
Complete
ough
to
amount
to
the
margin
points.
WOLF
RALLIES
side their caustic meanings.
of victory, his center, one
Stock of
The outcome of the games was
Last Friday evening Salinas
The good Doc evidently disspider
Cortez
scored
33
points
Snow
never
in
doubt.
The
Wolves
put
whipped the Cubmen in a fast
paired of this method, too. Now
on a bejpted rally in the opening closing game 30-36, thus instal »n a single game again.* BakSports
he button-holes us and gives us
ersfield Jaysee earlier this
contest, which saw O'ShaughnesEquipment
a good piece of his mind. Very sy tanking ten points in the sec- ling the jaysee fivesome as un year.
derdogs
when
they
travel
to
Ma
at
strange of a Scottsman to give, ond half, but they never seiinn for their set-to this evening.
Lowest
you say? Not so strange when ously threatened the Tigers.
Possible
it concerns advice, dear readers
However, in the second game
JBEATS,
Three weeks ago a tough Au
Prices
y TOO
; y showed an opening; excelIn addition to all this interest- 'ence when they managed to burn P.S.E.A. held the highly fa
/V L1 r
In
1. 1— :
1
.
L , ,<l il 4 l-k
Tt — - •
OPEN TILL A.
Ing by-play, this column has given lead the Pacifie squad for fif vored Tigers to a 38-20 win in a
Cinder Coach Earl Jackson is
EVERY DA*
us the opportunity to give Pa- teen minutes, only to succumb practice game. The lengthy ini searching for competent track
tials stand for Pacific Serice Em managers to accompany the
cificites exclusive information, to a Tiger rally.
USED
NS
ployees Association, a company squads to their different meets.
the very latest of which was the INELIGIBILITIES
WANTED
<w
v
Nevada
dropped
out
of
the
group joined for recreational pur- Three freshmen, one junior and
selection of mighty mite Willie
*
may see the coach,
Boyarsky as first string end on Far Western Conference last posevs.
the Notre Dame all-opponent spring; thus this series has 110
one senior are needed. Applicants
eleven. This scoop was not cov effect on league standings. How a working agreement to this ef
ever, the Wolves were unable to
ered by any other publication in
fect being observed.
The University of California has
play several men who were not
.this territory.
Last year, the squads split a had 17 football coaches from 1892 I WEBER AVE. AT
eligibl under Conference rules,
series of one-point wins in Reno. until now.

CUB BASKETEERS
TAKE TO ROAD

Hope to Trim Santa Rosa and
Mann in Crucial Weekend Tilts
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Nevada Series
Produces
86 Fouls

Marin Whips
Salinas

MANAGERS
WANTED
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